Chubb Global Services
Always Doing More
At Chubb, we are committed to constantly elevating the process of managing global
risks for our customers and brokers. Our trio of new service enhancements reflects
this commitment.

What’s New?
Local Policy Translation
Enhanced Premium Tracking
Enhanced Reporting on Upcoming Renewals

Chubb has
made it easy
for current
multinational
clients and
brokers to
receive English
language
translations of
local policies
free of charge,
via Worldview.

Local Policy Translation
The Information You Need is Clear
Global Controlled Master Programs with international policies written in foreign
languages are a reality for many multinational companies, and customers and brokers
seeking general policy information often need these original policies translated to
English. Chubb has made it easy for current multinational clients and brokers to
receive these English language translations of local policies free of charge, via
Worldview. Simply select Translate from the Actions menu of the Document Library
(or Program Summary) to submit your request. You can expect your translated
document delivered via Worldview within three business days.
(Translations are for informational purposes only; all official contract language
is set based on the local language in which the original policy is issued.)
Enhanced Premium Tracking
The Status of all Payments at a Glance
Worldview’s new Premium Tracking tool makes seeing premium payments globally
quick and simple. There’s an interactive pie chart summarizing “the big picture,”
complemented by detailed information on the status of pending payments, payment
amounts and currency, and the date Chubb received payment. This new feature is
available for all captive and deductible recovery programs, and can be accessed in
Worldview via the Multinational Premium Tracking link in Highlighted Tools.

Multinational IQ Updates
Keeping Ahead of Upcoming Renewals
You asked, we listened: Worldview’s
Multinational IQ report now also
includes a complete listing of upcoming
renewal accounts containing high level
country- specific requirements pertinent
for upcoming renewals and timely policy
issuance. You’ll know if anti-money
laundering documentation is required,
Cash Before Coverage is enforced, a
local broker is needed, and more — all
key information provided by Chubb’s
Multinational Research Tool (MRT).
Reports will be automatically delivered
directly to your inbox, allowing you
to keep renewals on target.
Contact Us
Tom Harris
Tom.Harris@chubb.com
302.476.6270

Just Like That:
Chubb’s at Your Service
Worldwide
As the world gets smaller for industry
giants and growing businesses alike,
the risks, regulatory and legal
considerations of operating around
the globe continue to expand.
Chubb Global Services enables
customers to cut through the
complexity, putting Chubb’s
multinational specialists to work
for you, issuing local policies, paying
claims, and customizing programs
and services worldwide. Our global
infrastructure spans 200 countries
and territories and combines
centralized, multinational-dedicated
leadership with local specialists who
have deep technical knowledge of
their home jurisdiction.
As a Chubb client, you can access this
whole universe of capabilities and
expertise — and get the answers you
need with ease — through a single
point of contact stateside.
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